DE L’EUROPE AMSTERDAM IS BRINGING THE FRENCH RIVIERA
TO THE HEART OF AMSTERDAM
Amsterdam, 6 June 2019 – A place where summer is celebrated every day, completely in
southern French style, De L’Europe Amsterdam launched it’s ‘Marie’. Surrounded by greenery,
the scent of lavender and the Provencal cuisine, Marie Sur l’eau is the new summer spot of the
five-star luxury hotel. With four different areas inspired by the Côte d’Azur, you can enjoy a
brasserie-style menu for lunch and dinner or for refreshing cocktails in the cozy lounge corners.
For the true sun lovers, there is a dedicated sun deck. The French Riviera has never been so
close..
A brasserie named after a strong and independent woman: the wife of Gerard Heineken. With
a great interest in fashion, travelling to the Côte d’Azur and visiting botanical gardens, Marie
invites you to indulge in her world of exquisite taste, love for the colourful French Riviera and
endless summers. Enjoy the delicious flavours of the Côte d’Azur in both the ‘Brasserie’ and ‘Sur
l’eau’ in the heart of Amsterdam.
The terrace is the first visible change of a bigger project for De L’Europe Amsterdam. The
coming 1,5 years, the hotel will undergo a redesign in collaboration with Amsterdam interior
design studio Nicemakers. ‘The goal of the new terrace is to make it even more inviting and
accessible for locals as well as hotel guests. We want the visitors of Marie to feel welcome and
at home’, says Dax Roll of Nicemakers. The style of Marie is feminine and elegant, but with an
Amsterdam charm and allure.
Marie, Brasserie
The brasserie, formerly Hoofdstad Brasserie, will undergo a redesign in Spring 2020 with subtle
changes.
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ABOUT DE L’EUROPE
Opened in 1896 on the foundations of the city wall, this iconic Amsterdam landmark is set on
the banks of the historic river Amstel, overlooking a timeless backdrop of charming canal
houses. De L’Europe Amsterdam boasts refined comfort in a colourful, classic setting. The stylish
rooms and suites embrace local heritage with special attention to design detail and modern
technology. The hotel also offers a selection of the finest haute cuisine. Explore the city’s
hidden gems through the eyes of the Clefs d’Or Concierges, who help create the most
magical moments in the heart of Amsterdam. Or for a moment of relaxation, indulge and
unwind at the spa’s pool and wellness center, where a team of expert therapists offer bespoke
beauty treatments.

